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Status of this Memo

   This document is an Internet-Draft and is in full conformance with
   all provisions of Section 10 of RFC2026.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups. Note that other
   groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-Drafts.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at http://
www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt.

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html.

   This Internet-Draft will expire on February 26, 2004.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2003). All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   This document specifies a protocol mapping for NETCONF over Secure
   Shell (SSH).  It is incomplete and informal in places as of yet, but
   should hopefully discuss raise and discuss the key issues that a
   transport mapping must address.

Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [1].

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2026#section-10
http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt
http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
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1. Introduction

   The NETCONF protocol [2] defines a mechanism to manage the
   configuration of network elements. NETCONF is designed to be usable
   over a variety of protocols.  This document specifies a mapping over
   Secure Shell (ssh). [5][3]

   Many operators have requested a transport mapping over SSH.  This
   mapping addresses the needs of those who want a programmatic
   interface to the device.  As such, we take advantage of SSH's ability
   to call a process other than that of the command line interface
   (CLI). This avoids interaction with prompts and banners that
   traditionally cause one's scripts to blow up.  This is not to say
   that one could not implement an interface to call the netconf
   function from the CLI for debugging purposes, but that function need
   not be standardized.
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2. The SSH Protocol Mapping

   [5] provides for a secure transport where the listener is verified
   through use of a host key. A key point to note about SSH is that
   server authentication is required.  NETCONF listeners must therefore
   be configured with a server key, and NETCONF initiators must have
   some intelligent means for determining whether to trust the
   listener's key.

   A conforming manager must implement initiator functionality and a
   conforming agent must implement listener functionality. It is also
   mandatory for a manager to implement listener functionality and for
   an agent to implement initiator functionality.

   [4] provides for user authentication and specifies several ways for
   the initiator to authenticate to the listener.

   There are two possible ways to map Netconf to SSH.  The first is to
   use the channel mechanism with SSH, thus only using one transport
   connection.  The second method involves use of multiple transport
   connections where session information is shared between them.  In
   both cases no shell access is used.

2.1 Multiple channels per transport

   [6] provides for a channel-based connection protocol that runs atop
   the SSH transport and authentication protocols.  The initiator will
   send SSH_MSG_CHANNEL_REQUEST with the "subsystem" string as described
   in Section 4.5 of that document.  The subsystem name string MUST be
   "netconf-control" to initiate the netconf protocol.  This channel
   maps to Netconf's control channel.  A second channel request is then
   made with string name "netconf-data" to initiate the Netconf Data
   channel.  The process of channel creation from this point forth
   follows as channels are necessary above NETCONF.

   A potential problem with this approach is that scripting environments
   typically interface with SSH clients through stdio and will likely
   only be able to access the control channel through this interface.
   Thus scripting will be difficult until special-purpose tools are
   developed.

2.2 Multiple TCP transports

   Just as with multiple channels, a transport connection is opened and
   authentication occurs.  However, the mapping for <rpc> requests is
   somewhat more involved.  In addition, since multiple connections are
   being used, it is necessary to indicate which set of connections is
   part of the same netconf session.  Thus, a greeting is exchanged that
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   will indicate whether this is a new netconf session or if it is part
   of an existing netconf session.

   Unlike multiple sessions per stream, with each case here, a single
   channel is opened with the name "netconf".  Once the channel is
   established, a greeting is sent from the initiator to the listener,
   containing a 64 bit number "SessionID".  If the value of the
   SessionId is 0, the listener will return a random 64 bit number that
   is not currently being used by another SSH session.  If the value is
   greater than 0, then the listener will return that value or an error
   indicating that the session is unknown:

   Initiator:
       <connect>
         <sessionid>34567</sessionid>
       <connect>

   Listener:
       <connect>
         <sessionid>34567</sessionid>
       <connect>

     or:

       <connect>
         <error>Session not found</error>
       <connect>

   The Session ID (SID) is used by the listener to group SSH transport
   connections into Netconf sessions.  When a netconf channel is
   required, a new transport connection is established.  The 5-tuple of
   the new transport connection is communicated over the initial channel
   by the listener to the initiator to indicate that the channel is
   ready for use.

   When any SSH transport connection is brought up, each side must begin
   by sending a <hello> message advertising it's capabilities.
   Subsequently, any SSH transport connection can accept messages
   intended for the management channel, operations channel, or
   notification channel.

   All transport connections are opened by the initiator, ensuring that
   the same level of access through firewalls is used for each
   additional transport request.

   There are some obvious implementation challenges with this approach.
   The largest problem is that a communications channel may have to be
   handed off to different processes on the listener.  Because SSH
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   communications terminate on a well known port, typically a single
   process dispatches all requests to that port.  The other option of
   sending port information has substantial firewall implications.
   Picking random ports to listen on has shown itself to be difficult in
   practice.  The other option of reversing the connection so that the
   listener initiates transport connections raises similar firewall
   concerns.  In these last two cases, levels of access through a
   firewall differ between the initial connection and subsequent ones.

   Another potential problem with this approach is that because
   reauthentication is required for every channel, user action may
   similarly be required, and authentication of a portion of a Netconf
   session may fail.

   Another possible approach to managing multiple connections would be
   to use a separate well known port in which communications are
   encrypted with a session key that is established with the first SSH
   connection.  If this is done, however, the utility of SSH is
   significantly reduced.

2.3 Directionality of Connections

   Netconf presumes reversability.  In order to provide for
   reversability in SSH, both the agent and the manager must have well
   known host keys. The listener will authenticate itself to the
   initiator with its host key. The initiator will then authenticate
   itself with any allowable mechanism, as specified by [4]. The
   authenticated principle is then passed to Netconf.

   At this point netconf capabilities are exchanged on the control
   channel, and the protocol proceeds.
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3. Operation Pipelining

   A sequence of operations may be sent on a single connection (without
   waiting for replies to earlier operations), and these operations will
   be processed sequentially by the agent.  It is recommended that
   message-ids be used to assist the management application in
   associating operations with replies. Each distinct operation must
   begin on a new line.
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4. NETCONF Sessions

   As a NETCONF session may be composed of either multiple TCP transport
   connections or multiple SSH channels, it is important to consider
   what state is maintained in sessions and how sessions are torn down.

4.1 Session State

   A number NETCONF session state elements are common across the SSH
   channels or TCP transports associated with the session.

   1.  Authentication Information

   2.  Session ID (SID)

   3.  Capability Information

   4.  Pending Operations

   5.  Operation message-ids

   A given NETCONF session has a single authenticated user mapped to an
   identity in the local database.  That user may have multiple
   concurrent NETCONF sessions, but the given session has a single 64
   bit Session ID (unique to the NETCONF agent).  Capabilities must
   remain constant for the duration of a session to ensure consistent
   behaviour of management software, and are therefore common across any
   channels or transports in the session.  At any point in time, a
   NETCONF session may have operations that have not yet completed. Such
   operations may have opaque message-ids, which have session scope and
   can be used on one connection to request <rpc-abort> for an operation
   initiated on another connection.

4.2 Session Teardown

   Clean session teardown is an important feature of NETCONF and must be
   supported in the single and multiple connection SSH mappings.  A
   session may be torn down in two ways: via the <kill-session>
   operation or via connection closure.  (The <kill-session> operation
   will tear down a session and forcibly close any associated
   connections.)

   If there is a single connection (SSH channel or TCP transport
   connection), the associated session is torn down when that connection
   is closed.  If there are multiple connections associated with a
   session, then the session is torn down when every connection in that
   session is closed.
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5. (Additional) Security Considerations

   Configuration information is sensitive by its nature.  The use of SSH
   provides for a secure means to provide authentication and encryption
   of communications.  The keys used by devices and users should always
   be protected.

   Because each connection is authenticated, either method mentioned in
   this document should provide about the same amount of safety.
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   proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification can
   be obtained from the IETF Secretariat.

   The IETF invites any interested party to bring to its attention any
   copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary
   rights which may cover technology that may be required to practice
   this standard. Please address the information to the IETF Executive
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Full Copyright Statement
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   This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to
   others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it
   or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published
   and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any
   kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are
   included on all such copies and derivative works. However, this
   document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing
   the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other
   Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of
   developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for
   copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be
   followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than
   English.

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be
   revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assignees.

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an
   "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING
   TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
   BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION
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